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The proof of Theorem 3 (a) is based upon a standard argument on convergence of the maximax0,n = argmaxxD(Pn, x) to
the population deepest point x0 = argmaxxD(P, x). This argument requires the global continuity of D(P, x) as a function of
x (not only the continuity at x0). Thus, the statement and proof of Theorem 3 can be corrected just deleting the expression
‘‘at x0’’ in the requirement of continuity.
Also, there is a notational abuse in the statement and proof of Theorem 3 (b): obviously the events {gn(X) ≠ Y }
depend on the sample data (Xi, Yi), i = 1, . . . , n and the probability P (gn(X) ≠ Y ) (as it is used there) is a statistic
depending on these data. So, this probability should be more formally (and correctly) denoted as a conditional probability
P (gn(X) ≠ Y |(Xi, Yi), i = 1, . . . , n).
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